2006 ANIMAL LAW-RELATED ARTICLES

EDITOR'S NOTE

Animal Law is pleased to introduce as a new annual feature the following bibliography of animal law-related articles published in law reviews and law journals during the previous year. For ease of reference, each article has been placed into a relevant category and each category provides a non-exhaustive list of potential topic examples. Some articles may appear in more than one category. Although we have made every effort to be as comprehensive as possible and present a complete listing of 2006 articles, this list may not be all-inclusive. We hope this compilation will serve as a useful resource in exploring contemporary issues in the field of animal law.

Brett Cattani
Associate Editor
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I. COMPANION ANIMALS

Issues involving companion animals include: abuse, neglect, custody disputes, dog bite liability, emergency evacuation planning, estate planning, landlord/tenant issues, puppy and kitten mills, service animals, and veterinary malpractice. The following list may contain articles touching on any of these topics or on additional companion animal-related topics not mentioned above.


Peter F. Mullaney, *Unleashed: Wisconsin’s Dog Statute*, 79 Wis. Law. 6 (June 2006).


II. ENTERTAINMENT

*Issues involving animals in entertainment include: circuses, marine parks, rodeos, zoos, animal fighting, racing, television, movies, and tourism. The following list may contain articles touching on any of these topics or on additional entertainment-related topics not mentioned above.*


III. FARmed Animals

Issues involving farmed animals used for food, food production, and/or clothing include: cruelty, environmental impact, fur farming, pandemic diseases, and public health. The following list may contain articles touching on any of these topics or on additional farmed animal-related topics not mentioned above.


Emily Buchanan Buckles, Student Author, Food Fights in the Courts: The Odd Combination of Agriculture and First Amendment Rights, 43 Hous. L. Rev. 415 (2006).


Erin Doyle, Reichley v. Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit Holds that Pennsylvania’s Protocol for Depopulating Infected Flocks of Poultry in Order to Con-


Justine Hinderliter, Student Author, From Farm to Table: How This Little Piggy was Dragged through the Market, 40 U.S.F. L. Rev. 739 (2006).


IV. RESEARCH

Issues involving laboratory animals used for research include: cloning, cosmetic/product testing, cruelty, genetic engineering, and medical research. The following list may contain articles touching on any of these topics or on additional research-related topics not mentioned above.


V. WILDLIFE

*Issues involving wildlife include: endangered species, fisheries, habitat conservation, international trade, hunting, trapping, marine mammals, and migratory birds. The following list may contain articles touching on any of these topics as well as additional wildlife-related topics not mentioned above.*


Ryan Alan Mohr, Student Author, Waterkeeper Alliance v. EPA: A Demonstration in Regulating the Regulators, 10 Great Plains Nat. Resources J. 17 (Spring 2006).


VI. MISCELLANEOUS

Miscellaneous issues include: activist defense, constitutional law, ethical issues, legal personhood, legislative efforts, litigation strategies, property status of animals, standing, and symposia. The following list may contain articles touching on any of these topics, as well as additional miscellaneous topics not mentioned above.


